
BOOKS

Linda Caplan & 

Suzanne Clothier

Agility Training 

Workbook

Book written for anyone interested in teaching their dog agility, whether for 

fun, confidence building, or competition. Methods emphasize gentle and safe 

training that is enjoyable and safe for you and your dog.

Clean Run Productions

Introductory Agility 

Woorkbook

The program starts with the Introductory Agility Workbook, which is designed 

for dogs and handlers who do not have any agility training experience. This 

workbook contains basic training methodologies for obstacle performance 

that are referred to by the other books in the series. The introductory 

program is designed to teach the dog his job in the performance of each 

obstacle used in agility. It emphasizes weave pole performance and controlled 

contact performance from day one. 

Clean Run Productions

Intermediate Agility 

Workbook

This second book in the series builds on the foundation established in the 

Introductory Agility Workbook, taking dogs and handlers through the next 

eight weeks of training. The object of the intermediate program is to instill 

confidence and a sense of fun in performing agility obstacles in short 

sequences. The program places a fundamental emphasis on the handler 

keeping the dog's attention at all times. 

Clean Run Productions

Advanced Agility 

Workbook

If you're an agility enthusiast training on your own, you'll find techniques for 

obstacle training explained from the very first step, problem-solving ideas, and 

progressive exercises for you to work with your dog. Each workbook in this 

series contains progressive exercises and instructional information for an eight-

week training program-that's 24 weeks of instruction! 



BOOKS

Denise Fenzi and 

Deborah Jones, Ph.D

Dog Sports Skills, 

Book 1—Developing 

Engagement & 

Relationship

This book is the first in a series of books designed for the dog sport enthusiast. 

Dog Sports Skills, Book 1 focuses on developing a competition foundation 

based in engagement and relationship. It doesn't matter what genetic package 

or temperament your dog is born with, you can bring out the best in your dog 

by developing a relationship that encourages a willing and happy attitude with 

natural focus.

Denise Fenzi and 

Deborah Jones, Ph.D

Dog Sports Skills, 

Book 2—Motivation

In this second book in the "Dog Sports Skills" series, authors Denise Fenzi and 

Deb Jones take an in-depth look at the topic of motivation. They talk about 

what motivation is, and what it is not, along with an illuminating discussion of 

how a dog is unique in the animal world, and how trainers can use that to 

maximum advantage. 

Denise Fenzi and 

Deborah Jones, Ph.D

Dog Sports Skills, 

Book 3 - Play

In Dog Sports Skills, Book 3: Play!  the authors tackle the subject of play. 

Although play is a simple concept, good play is not as easy to achieve as one 

might think—and that is the reason they decided to write an entire book on 

the topic!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Denise Fenzi and Deborah 

Jones, Ph.D.

Dog Sports Skills, Book 4: 

Focus and Engage!

In the first several chapters, Fenzi and Jones take a hard look at the factors 

that create focus challenges in our performance dogs, and then systematically 

offer solutions for addressing them. The next several chapters provide 

detailed, step-by-step instructions for teaching your dog to focus, covering a 

focus "foundation," adding behaviors, duration and movement, and finally 

distractions and other challenges are addressed. The topic of focus is then 

wrapped up with a series of focus games which are designed to be light, 

entertaining for all parties, all while assisting in the more serious business of 

getting your dog focused! 



BOOKS

Susan Garrett Shaping Success

 Shaping Success contains a career's worth of training experience. From puppy 

basics like recalls, rear end awareness, and distraction training to games for 

building motivation to a step-by-step program for training incredibly reliable 

contacts and weave poles, Shaping Success shares the training program of one 

of the world's most respected dog trainers, Susan Garrett. 

Nancy Gyes

Alphabet Drills Book & 

CD

The jumping drills in this book are based on patterns from letters of the 

alphabet. Their purpose is to help you become more imaginative when setting 

up practice drills for yourself, or for your students, and to familiarize you with 

common obstacle patterns seen on agility courses. Each letter focuses on 

specific handling skills or dog skills, and uses a minimal amount of space and a 

minimal number of jumps (5 jumps is the average). 

Pat Hastings with 

Wendy E. Wallace DVM, 

cVA & Erin Ann Rouse Structure in Action

In her latest book, renowned judge and evaluator of dogs Pat Hastings 

explores the dog from head to tail and examines in great detail how a dog’s 

structure can enhance or inhibit its ability to perform. While many books 

explain how dogs are supposed to look, Structure in Action takes the next step 

to explain why it so important given the purpose the dog is designed to serve. 

This well illustrated book will become an instant classic.

Ruth Hobday

Agility Fun the 

Hobday Way Vol.I

Volume I of Agility Fun The Hobday Way, which covers agility training for 

puppies, is really two books in one. The first half is geared towards individual 

puppy owners, with Chapters 1-5 offering information that ranges from 

choosing a good agility prospect out of a litter of pups to informal training that 

should be done during the youngster's first six months of life. The second half 

of the book contains detailed instructor's plans for conducting puppy agility 

training classes.



BOOKS

Ruth Hobday

Agility Fun the 

Hobday Way Vol.II

The first section concentrates on the agility equipment and how to teach a 

dog to negotiate obstacles safely and competently. The next details how to 

teach directional control and is followed by a section on how to organize an 

agility class. The book concludes with eight lesson plans which include warm 

up exercises, helpful teaching hints and course plans.

Ruth Hobday

Agility Fun the 

Hobday Way Vol.III

The third book in the agility fun the hobday way series is perfect for handlers 

training alone or agility instructors who want lots of training exercises to try. It 

contains more than 150 exercises and variations focusing on topics such as 

obstacle discrimination, teaching turns, and teaching forward movement.

Bud Houston & Stacy 

Peardot Go The Distance

A workbook for training your dog to work away in agility. Organized into 

progressive lessons which build upon fundamental skills. Designed to provide 

the agility instructor with a clearly written reference for teaching the basics of 

distance work. Divided into eight lesson plans, but contains many exercises 

which can be used and reused and expanded upon. Distance work is a key 

element of success in virtually all agility work.

Deborah Jones Ph. D. 

& Jody Keller In Focus

 Agility requires concentration, confidence, and a willingness to take direction 

from and work with the handler. Without this, you can end up with a dog that 

is distracted, unmotivated, out of control, or inconsistent in the ring. The 

authors of In FOCUS join forces to show you how to use their FOCUS 

program—Fun, Obedience, and Consistency lead to Unbelievable Success—to 

develop or repair that underlying working relationship you need to succeed in 

agility or any performance dog sport.



BOOKS

Jane Killion When Pigs Fly

Does your dog come when called, heel properly when you go for a walk, and 

sit quietly when you ask him to? If your answer is a resounding “No!” then you 

may think you have an impossible dog. But think again! Most kinds of dogs 

that people have trouble training actually have many characteristics that make 

them quite trainable—they are smart, are good problem solvers, and have 

strong drives to get what they want.

Stuart Mah Course Design

This is a must-have book for every agility judge, instructor, or serious 

competitor. By understanding the elements of agility course design, you'll see 

how the design of a course influences how the dog and handler perform the 

course, and ultimately, if they succeed. 

Leslie McDevitt Control Unleashed

Learn how to turn stress to confidence and distraction to focus using methods 

that are 110% positive. Leslie McDevitt's Control Unleashed® program is 

designed to help "dogs with issues" learn how to relax, focus, and work off-

leash reliably in either stimulating or stressful situations. Whether you're 

training a challenging dog on your own or an instructor trying to figure out 

how to help dogs in your classes, this book is for you.

Leslie McDevitt

Control Unleashed 

Book 2: The Puppy 

Program

Control Unleashed®: The Puppy Program is meant as "preventive medicine" 

for puppy raisers. Many common behavior problems can be either prevented 

or minimized by starting a puppy with good foundation training from the 

beginning. In addition, this book provides a program that will help you create 

a puppy that is ready for sport-specific training at the appropriate age—a 

puppy with the ability to focus on whatever you want, for as long as you want, 

whenever you want.



BOOKS

Leslie McDevitt

Control Unleashed 

Book 3 

Rather than being bound to a world where people are taught to think of 

training as nothing more than cue-and-response, the Control Unleashed® 

program boldly takes us even further into the realm of conversational 

training—a style of interaction where both the handler and dog can cue each 

other to perform a behavior and give feedback, and where the dog takes the 

driver's seat and directs his counterconditioning process. Letting the dog make 

choices and actively participate not only gives the dog control over his own 

learning, but it also establishes trust and fosters a spirit of communication. 

And, it makes humans more humane.

Linda Mecklenburg

Mastering Jumping 

Skills

Mastering Jumping Skills is a comprehensive jumping program designed to 

prepare your dog for the jumping challenges that he will face in agility. The 

program is appropriate for young dogs just beginning their jump training as 

well as for more experienced dogs that need to improve their skills. With a 

solid foundation and training, all dogs have the potential to become successful 

jumping dogs.

Linda Mecklenburg

Developing Handling 

Skills for Awesome 

Agility Teams

After many years of observation, study, experimentation, and practical 

application, Linda Mecklenburg has arrived at a simple but comprehensive 

approach to agility handling that is appropriate for all dogs and handlers, from 

the beginner to the most accomplished competitor. 

Amanda Shyne, PhD Weaves That Wow

The exercises are designed for handlers who have already trained their dogs 

to weave 12 poles, but who want their dogs to be faster, more independent, 

more accurate, and more consistent while in the weave poles—handlers who 

want their motion and direction of motion to have nothing to do with the 

speed or confidence with which their dogs complete the poles.



BOOKS

Amanda Shyne, PhD

Phenomenal Stopped 

Contacts in 30 Days

Training an independent stopped contact allows you, the handler, freer 

movement around the course, and the ability to get into position to cue 

upcoming challenges.   This book contains 59 training steps designed to be 

completed over 30 days to improve the specific skills that are critical to 

achieving a fast, reliable stopped contact performance.   

Dawn Weaver To Run Or Not To Run

Limited Edition - The long-awaited ’To Run or Not to Run’ is here and reveals 

everything you need to know about contacts!  Want breath-taking running 

contacts with a method that is rewarding and exciting for you and your dog to 

journey on together? Or maybe you want amazingly quick, accurate and highly 

competitive stopped contacts? Look no further. 

Dawn Weaver

Knowledge Equals 

Speed

Learn successful dog agility or improve your skills with a World Championship 

trainer - handlers at all levels of experience from those just beginning to those 

already at the top will be inspired!  Each maneuver is explained in detail in 

friendly terms and the text is copiously illustrated with diagrams, plus photos 

of dogs in action.

Natalie Winter

Canine Massage in Plain 

English

This do-it-yourself book is presented in a step-by-step format to give 

you the tools you need to massage your dog. And, you don't have to 

understand canine anatomy to be successful. The techniques are 

presented in plain English with easy-to-read directions and over 125 

color photos to guide you. The information is broken into sections, so if 

you don't have time to give your dog a full body massage, you can 

spend 5 or 10 minutes working on specific areas. This sensible 

approach to canine massage is a must for all dog lovers and will 

encourage even the most skeptical readers to give it a try.



BOOKS

M. Christine Zink 

D.V.M., Ph.D. & Julie 

Daniels Jumping A to Z

Jumping from A to Z is written by two of the best-known canine sports 

authorities. Whether you train for competition or just love to have fun with 

your dog, this comprehensive book provides all the information you need to 

train your dog to jump safely and to keep healthy into old age.



DVDs

Mary Ellen Barry

Foundation 

Fundamentals

The Foundation Fundamentals program is designed for all dogs at any skill 

level, whether a puppy or an adult. The purpose of this program is to build 

specific skills that your dog needs before you begin his obstacle training.  

You can't train your dog to go over a jump or into a tunnel, much less chain 

together obstacles at speed, if he doesn't know how to focus on the task at 

hand.

Barb Davis

Adding Blind 

Crosses to Your 

Handling System

Given the opportunity, would you partake in an agility voyage of discovery 

if it would: make you instantly faster; let you see clearly where you are on 

course; and minimize stress on your joints and body? This is the journey 

Barb Davis has been on as she has incorporated the use of blind crosses into 

her handling system. Get set to start your own exciting journey, as Barb 

shares the insights and training exercises she developed from the 

experiences she encountered during her own adventure.

Barb Davis

Training Running 

Contacts with 

Stride Regulators

Barb Davis takes you step by step through her Sheltie's entire contact 

training process—including preliminary work. She explains in detail how she 

used stride regulators to shape Rock-It's running contacts; he was never 

stopped on either the dogwalk or A-frame. In addition, Barb demonstrates 

ideas for speeding up contact performance for dogs previously trained to 

stop on the contact, and discusses the pros and cons of training a running 

contact.

Greg Derrett

Great Dog… Shame 

About The Handler

Great Dog, Shame about the Handler, Greg Derrett's second video, 

comprehensively covers all of the handling maneuvers needed to get the 

best out of your agility team. Greg explains in great detail his proven and 

successful methods and handling system, taking you through more than 50 

training exercises designed to improve your handling and your dog's speed 

and turning.



DVDs

Greg Derrett

Agility Foundation 

Training 

In the Agility Foundation Training video production, Greg Derrett covers all 

of the basic training techniques essential for giving you and your dog the 

strong foundation needed to build a successful agility career. Greg covers 

such topics as forming a good working relationship, socializing the dog to 

the competitive environment, teaching wait and directional commands, 

understanding body language, training handling manuevers, as well as 

motivation commands and other beneficial advice.

FCI World 

Championship 

2009

FCI World 

Championship 

2009

Team USA brought home two SILVER medals from the FCI Agility World 

Championships held in Dornbirn, Austria

Susan Garrett 2x2 Weave Training 

Susan Garrett's revolutionary 2x2 weave training method takes a skill that 

handlers often struggle with for months, and turns it into one that can be 

trained in just weeks! This 2-disc DVD set allows you to witness not only 

how easily Susan trained her own young dog to weave from start to finish, 

but also how she worked through the 2x2 process with a "borrowed" dog 

she had never worked with before. 

Susan Garrett

Crate Games for 

Self-Control and 

Motivation

Crate Games for Self-Control and Motivation features not only mature dogs 

but puppies as young as 9 weeks old learning.    Focus and motivation for 

work 

How to relax in a crate even while another dog is working

Self-control for a phenomenal sit-stay

A speedy and dependable recall 

Distance skills for obedience or agility

Confidence while being proofed during any tough distraction

To keenly offer responses when being shaped

And much more!                     



DVDs

Janita Leinonen 

and Jaakko 

Suoknuuti

Agility Handing 

Technique 1

Janita Leinonen and Jaakko Suoknuuti of Finland are the developers of the 

very successful One Mind system, which uses a variety of different handling 

techniques to help all types of handlers successfully negotiate the 

sequences they will encounter in agility courses. Practicing different 

techniques with the dog helps the handler to understand better why and 

how the dog is reacting to different handling cues.

Deborah Jones, 

Ph.D. and Judy 

Keller 

In Focus: Developing 

a Working 

Relationship With 

Your Dog

Agility requires concentration, confidence, and a willingness to take 

direction from and work with the handler. Without this, you can end up 

with a dog that is distracted, unmotivated, out of control, or inconsistent in 

the ring. The authors of In FOCUS,  show you how to use their FOCUS 

program—Fun, Obedience, and Consistency lead to Unbelievable 

Success—to develop or repair that underlying working relationship you 

need to succeed in agility or any performance dog sport

Leslie McDevitt

Control Unleashed 

Game 

Demonstrations 3-

DVD Set

This 3-disc DVD set contains real-life demonstrations of Leslie working with 

private students on some of the games from the book, Control Unleashed: 

Creating a Focused and Confident Dog.  Please note that this DVD is 

designed to be used as a companion to the book, and demonstrates training 

games that are fully explained in the book. 

Leslie Nelson

Really Reliable 

Recall 

The Really Reliable Recall is having your dog come immediately when 

called, the first time you call him, no matter what he is doing. It works at a 

distance, when he is with other dogs, when he is greeting other people, 

chasing squirrels or sniffing in holes.  In this video production, Leslie Nelson 

shares her step-by-step technique for teaching the Really Reliable Recall. 



DVDs

Kristy Netzer

Dial Up the 

Distance 

It’s no secret that today's agility courses are far tougher and running times 

are tighter than ever before. Every handler who sets foot in the ring needs 

solid distance skills in their tool box, but it’s especially crucial when your 

dog is faster than you. Dial Up the Distance is a comprehensive two-disc 

program that uses a clear, step-by-step approach to help handlers build 

these all-important distance skills with their dogs. 

Sandy Rogers Feet First

Footwork matters! Every step you take when you handle your dog in agility 

provides him with information on where to go next. But here’s the 

question—are your feet telling your dog where you want him to go? 

Handling with your Feet First is the simplest way to correctly and 

consistently cue turns and set lines to the next obstacle(s) on course.

Sandy Rogers 

One Jump Two 

Jump

Need help with your training, but tired of too much technical detail? Help is 

here! An easy-to-use system for learning handling and teaching dog skills 

that's presented in plain English, and that uses only 2 jumps!

Susan Salo Jumping

Most of us spend lots of time lavishly reinforcing good contact zone 

performances and start-line stays, but we don’t think about reinforcing and 

building value for the one thing the agility dog will do more of in his career 

than anything else—Jump!  Every course your dog will ever run is primarily 

made up of jumps; yet, is it the least taught and least understood skill set in 

agility. Because a dog can jump doesn’t mean that he knows how to jump. 



DVDs

Dr. Debbie Gross 

Saunders

Get on the Ball Two 3-

DVD Set

This DVD provides four easy-to-follow strengthening programs: puppy, 

beginner, intermediate, and advanced. Besides providing detailed 

demonstrations of each program with experienced dogs, the DVD also 

includes a seminar Dr. Saunders held for ball work novices so that you can 

see the common mistakes and problems people have.

Rachel Sanders

Reliable Running A-

frames 

Rachel's A-frame "box" method promotes the stride lengths required for a 

dog to reach the contact zone and that are comfortable for the dog. Rachel 

uses the box with her own dogs and confidently encourages her students to 

train a running A-frame with their new agility dogs and to retrain competing 

dogs where appropriate. Now she shares the method with you. 

Rachel Sanders

Contacts: Bridging 

the Gap Between 

Training & 

Competition 

Finally there's a clear-cut method for bridging this gap between training and 

competition so that you can achieve your ideal contact performance in the 

ring. This DVD will show you why your two-on/two-off performances are 

deteriorating. It will also provide a comprehensive training plan for "release 

work" on the contacts that will allow you to recreate your competition 

behavior in the training environment so you can fix your areas of weakness. 

Rachel Sanders

2-On/2-Off 

Contacts Made 

Easy 

The foundation for the methodology begins away from the agility 

equipment and can be started with a puppy as early as 12-14 weeks of age. 

The program also addresses teaching the dog proper weight shift and body 

mechanics to ensure he is performing the 2-on/2-off end position both 

efficiently and with as little stress on his body as possible.



DVDs

Rachel Sanders

Training Solutions 

for Weave Pole 

Problems & 

Proofing Exercises 

There are a variety of methods that can be used to train weave poles, and 

all of them can be successful.  The proofing exercises included on this DVD 

will cement your dog’s understanding of the obstacle and teach him to 

perform the poles independently even as you move to get to your next 

handling position.

Silvia Trkman Puppy Diary 

The Puppy Diary DVD explains how Silvia chooses her puppies and provides 

insights into the games and exercises that Silvia finds most important for 

growing puppies.  Silvia chronicles her puppy To's first five months, 

explaining over 30 different tricks she taught to the pup in her first three 

months with Silvia.

Silvia Trkman Agility Diary

This DVD is continuation of the Puppy Diary and shows Silvia Trkman's 

puppy "To" from the age of 5 months to 18 months. You can see all of To's 

agility training here, from her first session on obstacles to learning all the 

foundation work. This DVD also includes To's entire training process on a 

seesaw, weaves, and running contacts, along with some innovations to 

make the process extra easy, short, and efficient.

Silvia Trkman

Cik and Cap: The 

Easiest Way to 

Perfect Turns

Do you want to improve your course times by 2 or more seconds? Do you 

want to make handling and timing easier for you? Do you want to improve 

your dog's obstacle focus, distance skills, sends, and independent 

performance? Do you want to take lots of stress off your dog's joints?Then 

you need to teach Cik & Cap. . This DVD offers step-by-step instructions on 

how to teach Cik & Cap, real-life examples, detailed course analysis on 

where, when, and why to use it, and some more tricks on how to improve 

your dog's performance.



DVDs

Silvia Trkman

Easiest Way to 

Running Contacts

Silvia's first running contacts DVD, Running Contacts That Make You 

Smile, has been discontinued and replaced with this DVD. The Easiest Way 

to Running Contacts demonstrates how Silvia has incorporated mat work 

into training running contacts to make the process shorter and easier on 

dogs' bodies. Her new techniques limit the time on actual equipment to a 

minimum, and allow you to train anytime, anywhere.  You can master 

turns and straight exits off the contacts, with all possible handling choices 

afterward, using just a mat and well before introducing the dogwalk and A-

frame.

Silvia Trkman Foundations Fun 

The Foundations Fun! DVD was inspired by Silvia's foundation class students 

and covers all the topics discussed in class—everything from an 

introduction to agility elements to building amazing foundation skills. You'll 

learn about the foundations necessary for

Silvia Trkman

Fun, Fast & 

Fabulous Weaves 

Fun, Fast & Fabulous Weaves shows the easiest way to train weave poles 

from zero to perfection, giving your dog a complete understanding of 

entries, independence, and the most efficient footwork, while making it all 

just another fun game. This DVD also offers plenty of ideas for improving 

the weaving style and speed of dogs that already know how to weave as 

well as providing them with proofing exercises to improve performance.

Silvia Trkman Xtreme Foundations

The Xtreme Foundations DVD by Silvia Trkman covers extreme challenges 

for verbal discrimination, come to hand, threadles, pushes, obstacle 

discrimination, tunnel traps, and weaves. It comes with a 17-page PDF file 

that includes many different sequences, most of which require minimal 

space and equipment so that they are easy to implement in your training.


